BCM325 DA
Factories of the Future
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLXjw8DOqf0pGLMq_LPkvIDzuQaji0JwHW
By James Zahra 5751640
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Pitch + Beta:
Pitch Link: https://futurecultures.blog/2021/03/19/factories-of-the-future/
Beta Link: https://futurecultures.blog/2021/05/07/forecasting-the-forecast-factories/

Future cultures DA challenge:
I approached the Future cultures DA challenge by first looking at some of the things that interest
me, specifically factory games came to mind as a future oriented hobby and also looking at
space. These interests are mainly come from the games themselves:
-

https://www.factorio.com

-

https://www.satisfactorygame.com
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-

https://twitter.com/DysonProgram

These then combined with further news an academic reading lead me to forecasting 50
years into the future for multi planetary manufactory as Factories of the Future. Here is
some of the background knowledge & research:
●
●
●
●

●
●

Rocket development tracking channels like scott manley :
https://www.youtube.com/user/szyzyg
SpaceX own rocket advertising materials:
https://www.spacex.com/media/starship_users_guide_v1.pdf
NASA technical research on rocket fuel off planet:
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/citations/20170007818
Yes wikipedia but its does summarize what is hard to find across a lot of press releases
into reusable launching systems:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SpaceX_reusable_launch_system_development_program
A book by futurist Davide sivolella https://www.springer.com/gp/book/9783030308803
SpaceX successful landing of Starship
https://www.theverge.com/2021/5/5/22421845/spacex-starship-sn15-successful-landing
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Lecture to Learning to DA:
The main learnings used in my DA from the lecture on futurists and those that spend time
constantly forecasting forward. Specifically for me looking at two sides of looking at the future
with Davide Sivolella and Stewart Brant where Sivolella wrote a book basically matching my DA
premise he focus on the reasoning for it and the political ramifications while in general Brant
looks at the future in a more idealistic way and tries to limit the discussion of politics but talks
about overall trends and forecasting ideal solutions to these problems (and he liked my tweet
summarizing what he does which was cool).
This led me to read about the political potential hazards through Sivolella but decided to take a
more future takes more sides approach and just talk about my predictions for technology based
on games more similar to Brant.
Also looking at Alvin Toffler's work in Future Shock a book talking about the rapid development
and our inability to adapt but reading it i felt like this is now the expected norm for the younger
generation and this future shock had less relevance to my future forecast as the generation
growing up now and until my 50 year time frame will have seen and had people tell them these
things are happening their whole life rather than it being a new big idea coming from left field but
a continued expansion of the technological era, like further agricultural developments in the
agricultural error where less shocking.
I believe all three futurists and learning about the fact this is a thing people do shaped the way i
frame my DA and talk about my forecasts.
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Public engagement + Utility:
While public engagement hasn't been high for various reasons, however, I did get one viewer go
through and watch all my videos and comment on each in a short period of time with comments
varying greatly in engagement with my DA.
From this:

To this:

While one shows clear helpful additive content, both still clearly showed a base level of
understanding with the concepts discussed and I hope this viewer remembers some of what I
talked about and thinks about the future possibilities.
I had initial planned to garner reddit traction and still intend on doing so i just need a bit more
karma (reddit posting points) to post in relevant areas and hope that will engage a larger
audience interested in these videos and gets them also thinking about the future in the games
they play.
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Progression & refinement:
Overall refinement discussion:
Most of my refinement came from peer feedback and reviewing other peers' work.
This was in the form of realising long form factor content doesn't hit well when people want little
factoids especially in the age of TikTok. I had initially planned 10+ minute videos explaining the
exact mechanics as to how I think each element of these technologies will play out but then
chose to bring it back to a 3-5 minute style more in line with my introduction video after getting
in person feedback about the length feeling good as a snippet to watch.
The reduced time may also be impacted by my personally having a harder time recording
content than I have previously, this helped me be able to sit down and confidently produce some
content which I had not initially expected to be an issue having live stream for hours to
anywhere from 0-20 viewers live before. (potentially to do with my location change).
This also led to me increasing The visuals to help myself through each element of the video
which probably added to the quality.
Specific times:
The key times changes occurred would be peer review 1 which I discussed in the beta and how
it led me to understand the importance of defining some of the terms used and the creation of
an intro video for all those not inside my own head.
Next was after my intro video was posted I had a video produced which really only discussed
the end goal and in person review showed me this was not only boring only being on a single
finished concept was a large jump so you will now see the videos I uploaded try to summarise
my findings and guide the viewer from the game to the final product.

Future prospects:
The future prospect for this DA is mainly branching out and looking at other games or movies
and looking at the viability of their forecast. Looking at whether there is a realistic time frame for
these things to happen or if it is just possible in the extreme future. Potential explaining what we
know that explains why it won't ever be plausible. This can in the immediate future probably still
be linked to the concepts of future factories but eventual will have to reach out to other
technology.
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